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Abstract
Weakly supervised semantic segmentation has been a subject of increased interest
due to the scarcity of fully annotated images. We introduce a new approach for solv-
ing weakly supervised semantic segmentation with deep Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs). The method introduces a novel layer which applies simplex projection on the
output of a neural network using area constraints of class objects. The proposed method
is general and can be seamlessly integrated into any CNN architecture. Moreover, the
projection layer allows strongly supervised models to be adapted to weakly supervised
models effortlessly by substituting ground truth labels. Our experiments have shown that
applying such an operation on the output of a CNN improves the accuracy of semantic
segmentation in a weakly supervised setting with image-level labels.
1 Introduction
The task of semantic image segmentation, which requires solving the problem of assigning
a semantic class label to each pixel in a given image, is considered crucial in solving more
complex tasks such as scene understanding. The most successful approaches for semantic
image segmentation rely on convolutional neural networks (CNN). CNNs, however, require
large training sets where each image is pixel-wise annotated. Since obtaining dense pixel
annotations for training data is an expensive and tedious task, there has been a growing effort
to learn CNNs using less supervision. In particular, a weakly supervised setting in which
only image-level labels are available has been addressed in several works [1, 7, 9, 16, 18].
In order to guide the training process, a prior on the size of objects in an image is often
used. For instance, Chen et al. [2] employ an expectation-maximization approach, which al-
ternates between predicting the output of the network and estimating its parameters, which is
refined by size priors. Instead of using a prior, Pathak et al. [10] introduce constraints on the
size of the objects. While constraints have the advantage of reducing the set of feasible so-
lutions and are a more principled way to integrate prior knowledge about object sizes during
training of a CNN, current state-of-the-art methods for weakly supervised semantic image
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segmentation do not rely on constraints. This is due to the way the approach in [10] enforces
constraints on the output of a neural network. It proposes predicting a latent distribution
for which violations of predefined linear constraints are penalized, and then optimizes the
parameters of the CNN to follow the latent distribution as closely as possible by minimizing
the Kullback-Leibler divergence. This means that an additional optimization step needs to
be performed in each training iteration.
In this work, we provide a more practical approach that integrates constraints directly as
a network layer and can therefore be added to any convolutional neural network. We term
the layer simplex projection layer since it projects the output of the previous layer onto the
simplex and enforces the network to satisfy the given constraints. Such an operation can be
efficiently performed in linear time [3].
To demonstrate the benefit of the simplex projection layer, we integrate the layer into
a state-of-the-art approach for weakly supervised semantic image segmentation [7]. In our
experiments on the PASCAL VOC 2012 segmentation benchmark [4], we show that the
layer substantially improves the segmentation accuracy of [7]. The source code is available
at https://github.com/briqr/CSPN.
2 Related Work
Over the past few years, CNNs have made significant advances in improving the results in
semantic segmentation, particularly in a strongly supervised setting [2]. In such a setting,
however, obtaining fully annotated data requires much effort and time and therefore limits
their availability. To circumvent this limitation, several approaches that rely on weaker forms
of supervision have been proposed. For instance, [9] propose using bounding boxes in their
training data in a semi-supervised setting. Lin et al. [8] proposed using scribbles which mark
the center of an object in a given image. Chaudhry et al. [1] combine saliency and attention
maps that form pseudo ground truth during training.
So far, the least expensive methods rely on image-level labels only. Pinheiro and Col-
lobert [12], for example, reformulate the problem as multiple instance learning (MIL), such
that an image is considered a positive bag if it contains at least one pixel of a certain class and
negative otherwise. Chen et al. [2] employ an Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm
which alternates between predicting the pixel labels and optimizing the network parame-
ters. Shimoda and Yanai [16] employ a method based on back-propagation in which they
compute the CNN derivatives with respect to the intermediate layers rather than the input
images and then use subtraction to create class-specific saliency maps. Pathak et al. [11]
propose a method that formulates MIL in a fully convolutional network, in which the loss
is computed coarsely at maximum predictions in the heat map. Saleh et al. [15] create a
foreground/background mask by exploiting the unit activations of some hidden layers in a
fully convolutional CNN that had been pre-trained for object recognition. Qi et al. [13]
combine semantic segmentation and object localization modules in the CNN that provide
augmented feedback to each other for error correction. Kim et al. [6] train two Fully Convo-
lutional Networks (FCN) for image-level classification in two phases, where in the second
phase the second FCN is trained with the highlighted regions in the heat maps from the first
FCN being suppressed. Other methods rely on using external modules to generate cues such
as localization and size information [1, 7]. Such a module may either have been learned in
a weakly supervised setting or trained on a different dataset in a more strongly supervised
manner.
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3 Convolutional Simplex Projection Network (CSPN)
The task of semantic image segmentation solves the problem of assigning semantic class
labels to each pixel in an image, i.e., for a given image X of an arbitrary size m×n and a
set of possible semantic labels denoted by L, the goal is to determine a label k ∈ L for each
pixel xi j ∈ X , i ∈ [m], j ∈ [n]. Such a task can be solved by a CNN by estimating Y = (yi j)
with yi j = argmaxk∈L(Qk(X ;Θ))i j, which takes the image X as input and predicts for each
pixel (i, j) the class label yi j. Q(X ;Θ) denotes the network output function and the variable
Θ represents the network parameters being optimized during training.
In the context of weakly supervised learning, pixel-wise labels are not provided during
training. Instead, the network parameters Θ are learned based on a set of images, in which
each training sample is a pair (X ,S), where S⊆ L\{k0} denotes the semantic classes present
in the image X and k0 denotes the background label. In order to guide the training process,
approaches for weakly supervised learning like [2] use size priors for semantic classes as
additional weak supervision. Size priors were rephrased as constraints in the work of [10].
Their method uses a penalty function for violated linear constraints in order to estimate a
latent distribution and optimizes the parameters of the CNN to follow the latent distribution
as closely as possible. The approach alternates between updating the latent distribution using
a dual formulation and updating the network parameters. In particular, the constraints are
enforced during training only and cannot be guaranteed during inference. Furthermore, it
is not straight forward to combine the approach with more advanced approaches for weakly
supervised image segmentation, which outperform [10] by a large margin. In this work, we
provide a more elegant approach that integrates constraints directly as a network layer and
can therefore be added to any convolutional neural network.
We first introduce the simplex projection layer in Section 3.1. We then describe in Sec-
tion 3.2 how such a layer can be applied for weakly supervised semantic segmentation using
any CNN for image segmentation and finally describe an implementation, which adds the
simplex projection layer to SEC [7].
3.1 Simplex Projection Layer
In general, projection onto the simplex is a minimization problem defined as:
min
w
1
2
||w− v||22 s.t.
n
∑
i=1
wi = υ , wi ≥ 0, (1)
i.e. given a vector v∈Rn that does not satisfy a given equality constraint, it finds a new vector
w ∈ Rn that satisfies the constraint and that is as close to v as possible. In the context of our
problem, the goal is to train a network Q(X ;Θ) that receives an image X as input, and outputs
a pixel-dense semantic segmentation Y with yi j = argmaxk∈L(Qk(X ;Θ))i j. For integrating
our approach into such a network, let us assume that the precise information about the size
of the object k ∈ L present in the image is υk pixels. In Section 3.2, we describe how υ can
be obtained but the approach is agnostic to how such an estimate may be obtained.
The constraint that object k should have size υk can be formalized by requiring the output
Q(X ;Θ) of the network for an object k to be in the constraint set CY defined as
CY = {Y |∑
i, j
yki, j = υk}, (2)
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i.e. only solutions where the number of pixels that are classified as class k is equal to υk
are valid. Since argmax is non-differentiable and the loss of the network is computed on
Q(X ;Θ), we instead approximate the constraint set by
CQ = {Q|∑
i, j
qki, j = υk}, (3)
i.e. we require that the sum of the elements of the heat map of class k be equal to the size υk.
In order to enforce such constraints, we introduce the projection onto the set CQ,
piC(Qk) = argmin
Vk∈CQ
||Qk−Vk||2F , (4)
as a layer into the network, where Qk is the output of the previous layer for class k ∈ L and
||Qk−Vk||2F = ∑i, j(qki, j − vki, j)2 denotes the squared Frobenius norm.
The projection onto the simplex piC(Q) can be efficiently solved by Algorithm 1 [3]. In
our context, the simplex projection layer takes as input a confidence map for class k and a
constraint value υk and outputs a refined map, which satisfies the constraint. In essence, the
algorithm finds the elements of the heat map whose sum is used to calculate the difference
from the true size. Once these elements are found, the difference is distributed evenly across
the heat map. This solution is dictated by solving the Lagrangian formulation of the problem
in (1). The operations of the simplex projection layer are very inexpensive and the expected
time complexity is linear, as such, integrating such a projection layer in a CNN does not
increase its time complexity. Furthermore, the projection layer is not limited to a certain
network architecture and can in principle be applied in any weakly supervised setting. The
algorithm, however, requires prior knowledge of the size of an object in a given image, and
given a weakly supervised setting such a number can only be estimated as we will discuss in
the following section.
3.2 CSPN for Weakly Supervised Semantic Segmentation
Figure 1 gives an overview of how the simplex projection layer can be applied in a weakly
supervised setting, in which only image-level labels are available. In order to enforce some
given constraints at the last layer, we introduce a softmax layer after the last fully convolu-
tional layer in the network, which performs:
σ(Qk(xi j)) =
eQk(xi j)
∑Ll=1 eQl(xi j)
(5)
for every class k ∈ L and pixel in the output image. The softmax layer is followed by the
simplex projection layer which takes as input the probability values from the softmax layer,
the size of each object present in the image, and outputs the projection onto the constraint
set CQ. Figure 2 visualises the effect of the projection layer.
An argmax operation is applied to the output of the simplex projection layer to create the
target label for the loss layer
Yˆ = argmax
k∈L
piC(Qk). (6)
As a loss function, we use the standard cross-entropy loss given by:
Lpro ject =−∑
i j
L
∑
k=1
yˆki j log
(
(Qk(X ;Θ))i j
)
(7)
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Input: A matrix M ∈ Rm×n and a scalar υ > 0
InitializeU = [m]× [n] s= 0 ρ = 0
1 While U 6= /0
2 Pick (g,h) ∈U at random
3 Partition U :
4 G= {(i, j) ∈U |Mi j ≥Mg,h}
5 L= {(i, j) ∈U |Mi j <Mg,h} ;
6 Calculate ∆ρ = |G| ; ∆s= ∑(i, j)∈GMi, j
7 IF (s+∆s)− (p+∆p)Mg,h < υ
8 s= s+∆s ; ρ = ρ+∆ρ ; U ← L
9 ELSE
10 U ← G\{(g,h)}
11 ENDIF
12 SET θ = s−υρ
13 OUTPUT Mi j = max{Mi, j−θ ,0}
Algorithm 1: Projection onto the simplex. The matrix M represents a heat map containing
the softmax probabilities for a class k and υ is a scalar denoting the object size of class
k. The algorithm has resemblance to the median-finding algorithm in which the idea is to
reduce the time complexity by avoiding sorting the elements.
where Θ is the set of the CNN parameters, yˆki j is one if the pixel xi j is assigned to class
k after the projection (6) and zero otherwise, and (Qk(X ;Θ))i j denotes the predicted class
probability at pixel xi j before the simplex projection layer.
Since we are tackling semantic segmentation in a weakly supervised setting, the object
size υk is not available at hand except if the class k is not present in the image in which case
υk = 0. To obtain an estimate of υk, we use the approach in [16] that estimates class-specific
saliency maps.
While negative values in the maps mark non-salient regions, positive values indicate po-
tential salient regions. To obtain υk we therefore count the number of pixels that have a score
larger or equal to τ = 18 . To avoid counting a pixel twice for different classes, we only count
the pixels for class k with the highest saliency score. In our experiments, we show that the
saliency maps estimated by [16] are not very accurate, but they provide a reasonable estimate
for υk. It is noteworthy that the approach [16] is trained in the same weakly supervised set-
ting and does not require any additional supervision or additional training data. Even though
we have used saliency maps to obtain these estimates, the approach is independent of what
estimator may be used.
3.3 Simplex Projection Layer in SEC
While the previous section described how the simplex projection layer can be added to any
CNN for weakly supervised image segmentation, we now describe its integration into the
state-of-the-art SEC [7] approach. The loss of SEC consists of three terms, namely seed,
expand and constrain (SEC), which encourage the network to meet localization cues for an
object, predict its right extent and to meet its precise boundaries respectively. The overall
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Figure 1: Illustration of the general approach with a projection layer in a weakly supervised
setting. In our implementation, a saliency CNN provides saliency maps for each class in
order to supply size estimates to the projection layer. These maps can be computed offline
in advance. The projection layer outputs refined maps based on these estimates. The argmax
operation is then applied to these heat maps thereby generating a mask that serves as ground
truth according to which the loss function is computed. Note that for illustration purposes,
the heat maps plotted after the projection layer have undergone a softmax operation, but this
is not necessary in the network due to the argmax layer.
loss in SEC is given by:
L= ∑
(X ,S)
(
Lseed(Q(X ;Θ),S)+Lexpand(Q(X ;Θ),S)+Lconstrain(Q(X ;Θ),S)
)
. (8)
For a detailed description of the tree terms, we refer to [7].
In our work, we replace the expand loss with our loss based on the simplex projection (7):
L= ∑
(X ,S)
(Lseed(Q(X ;Θ),S)+Lpro ject(Q(X ;Θ),S)+Lconstrain(Q(X ;Θ),S)) . (9)
To compute Lpro ject , we append the simplex projection layer to the last fully convolutional
layer fc8 in the CNN.
In principle, Lexpand and Lpro ject can be combined but the terms are redundant and there is
no benefit of adding both terms. While [7] uses the expand loss in order to expand a detected
object to a reasonable size, the projection loss projects the solution onto the constraint set
which ensures that each object has a reasonable size. Lpro ject can therefore be considered as
a more strict loss function than Lexpand . The difference between the two loss functions (8)
and (9) is illustrated in Figure 3. The optimal performance was achieved after about 4− 5
epochs. This fast convergence can be attributed to the fact that the space of feasible solutions
is reduced to only those that are within the constraint set.
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car cow person
Figure 2: Visualisation of the effect of the projection layer at an early stage of training.
The simplex projection is applied to the heat maps of the last convolution layer in the CNN,
namely fc8. The first row is the heat map of fc8, and the second row is the projected heat
map. As can be seen, the projection layer enhances the heat maps of the CNN such that the
detected objects become more prominent in the projected heat map.
Figure 3: This figure shows how the loss function has been adapted from SEC to our pro-
posed approach. The loss of SEC consists of three loss functions (left). In our approach
(right), we omit the expansion loss and add the projection loss.
4 Evaluation
The proposed method has been trained and evaluated on the PASCAL VOC 2012 segmenta-
tion benchmark [4], which contains 10,582 training, 1449 validation and 1456 test images.
The implementation is based on the Deeplab architecture [2], refined by Kolesnikov and
Lampert [7] to integrate the SEC loss, and the Caffe deep learning framework [5]. Con-
forming with common practice, the results are refined by a CRF in a post-processing step.
4.1 Comparison with State-of-the-Art
Tables 1 and 2 compare the accuracy of our approach (CSPN) with the state-of-the-art for
weakly supervised image segmentation for the validation and test sets respectively. The num-
bers of the other approaches are taken from [18]. On the validation set, CSPN outperforms
DCSM [16] and SEC [7] by +10.4% and +3.8%, respectively, and on the test set by +10.4%
and +3.8%. This shows that the simplex projection layer substantially improves the accuracy
of SEC.
Our approach also outperforms by a large margin the expectation-maximization approach
proposed by Papandreou et al. [9] and the constrained convolutional neural network (CCNN)
[10]. Although Pathak et al. [10] showed in their work that CCNN improves [9] slightly
by +1.5% on the validation set, the accuracy of CCNN is much lower compared to [9] in
Table 1. This is due to the fact that CCNN builds on a preliminary version of [9]. In order
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Method mIoU Additional supervision
DCSP-VGG16 [1] 58.6 supervised saliency
DCSP-ResNet-101 [1] 60.8 supervised saliency
AE w/o PSL [17] 50.9 supervised saliency
AE-PSL [17] 55.0 supervised saliency
MIL-FCN [11] 25.7
EM-Adapt [9] 38.2
CCNN [10] 35.3
BFBP [15] 46.6
DCSM [16] 44.1
SEC [7] 50.7
AF-SS [13] 52.6
Two-phase [6] 53.1
Roy and Todorovic [14] 52.8
DCNA-VGG16 Zhang et al. [18] 55.4
DCNA-ResNet-101 Zhang et al. [18] 58.2
CSPN(ours) 54.5
Table 1: Results on the validation set.
Method mIoU
MIL-FCN [11] 24.9
EM-Adapt [9] 39.6
CCNN [10] 35.3
BFBP [15] 48.0
DCSM [16] 45.1
SEC [7] 51.7
AF-SS [13] 52.7
Two-phase [6] 53.8
Roy and Todorovic [14] 55.5
DCNA-VGG16 Zhang et al. [18] 56.4
DCNA-ResNet-101 Zhang et al. [18] 60.1
CSPN(ours) 55.5
Table 2: Results on the test set.
to evaluate how much improvement our approach would attain when integrated in [9], we
added our simplex projection layer to the public available implementation of [9]. In this
case, the accuracy is improved by +6%, which is clearly higher than the improvement which
was reported in [10]. Since, however, both [9] and [10] are inferior to the state-of-the-
art in weakly supervised image segmentation, the reported numbers of CSPN build on the
integration of the simplex projection layer in SEC as discussed in Section 3.3.
When we compare our approach with the state-of-the-art approaches [6, 14] that use
the same amount of supervision, we see that our approach is slightly better or on par with
them. Only the very recent work of DCNA [18] outperforms our approach. Note that our
model builds on SEC, which uses VGG16. We expect further improvements if ResNet-101
is used instead of VGG16. There are also approaches like DCSP [1] which achieve a higher
accuracy, but these approaches use additional supervision for training a saliency model.
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Loss SEC+P SC+P (CSPN) S+P SEC
mIoU 51.0 54.5 44.6 50.7
Table 3: Combining the projection loss (P) with additional loss functions from SEC.
Figure 4: This plot examines the effect of the threshold value on the class-specific saliency.
Values between 1/16 and 1/4 yield the most reliable values υk to be used in the projection.
4.2 Ablation Studies
In Section 3.3, we replace the expansion loss of SEC by the projection loss. In Table 3, we
report the accuracy if the expansion loss is added in addition or the constrain loss is omitted.
Note that the seed loss is crucial for SEC and cannot be omitted. Adding the expansion loss
to (9) decreases the accuracy. Since both the expansion loss and projection loss ensure that
the segmented objects have a reasonable size, adding both of them has the undesired effect
of increasing the impact of the size compared to the seed and constrain loss. If the constrain
loss is omitted, the accuracy also drops. This is expected since the simplex projection does
not take object boundaries into account, which the constrain loss does using a CRF model
based on the CNN output and image pixels. As such, the projection loss cannot compensate
for the constrain loss.
In order to show that the merit of the method is due to the projection layer rather than
the mere fusion of [7] and [16], we used the saliency of [16] as the plain ground truth and
obtained 51.7, which only slightly improves over the 50.7 of SEC, compared to 54.5 when
applying the projection.
As described in Section 3.2, we use the threshold τ = 1/8 to obtain υk from the class-
specific saliency maps [16]. The impact of the threshold is plotted in Figure 4. Note that
the threshold has to be larger than zero since negative values or values around zero mark
non-salient regions [16]. The plot shows that a threshold between 1/16 and 1/4 works well.
If the threshold is too high, i.e. 1/2 or larger, the size of the objects is underestimated and
the accuracy decreases.
As illustrated in Figure 1, we perform an argmax operation after the simplex projection
layer. As an alternative, one could also add a softmax layer after the projection layer to
obtain target class probabilities and use them for the loss function instead of yˆki j (7). If we
use softmax instead of argmax, the accuracy falls from 54.5% to 50.2%.
A few qualitative results including failures cases are shown in Figure 5.
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Image Ground Truth Our Image Ground Truth Our
Figure 5: Above are some results obtained from evaluating our approach on the PASCAL
VOC 2012 validation set, including two failure cases in the last row.
5 Conclusions
In this work, we have proposed the simplex projection layer which projects the output of a
previous layer to the simplex. We have demonstrated the advantage of such layer for weakly
supervised semantic segmentation where the projection layer is used to enforce constraints
on the size of the objects. We integrated the layer in a state-of-the-art approach for weakly
supervised segmentation and improved the segmentation accuracy substantially. As part of
future work, we will investigate how the approach could be used for other tasks where the
set of feasible solutions of a network can be reduced by constraints.
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